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CH Robinson
unveils US$1bn
investment plan
CEO Bob Biesterfeld announces
company�s largest investment in innovation and technology
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experience is key, with 83 per cent of

will become more important to the

local experts who can act as an

shippers saying that having a logistics

supply chains of the future. CH

extension of a customer’s team is a

partner with local and global

Robinson’s research showed how

significant competitive advantage.”

expertise is essential to their business

shippers value local expertise, and as

needs.

technology accelerates and global
sourcing grows, the ability to connect

“The results from the customer
research demonstrate how important

them and understand how supply
chains really function will be critical.

new capabilities, visibility into supply
chains and deep expertise in local and

“Furthermore, as the world becomes

global needs are,” Biesterfeld said.

more connected, businesses are
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Biesterfeld also highlighted the
findings and identified trends in the
industry to demonstrate how CH
Robinson would continue to invest in
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“We’re excited about the future and
look forward to continuing to
innovate,” Biesterfeld said.
“We are leading the way forward in
logistics, addressing customer needs
and laying the foundation for the
next generation of tools and processes
that will change not only how supply
chains function, but ultimately
change how our world is connected.”
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innovation to help their customers
win.

“The kind of complexity that global
commerce creates is very challenging.
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